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Abstract-Localization of deformatinn into a planar band in the incremental response of elasto- 
plastic material is studied in the cxsc of small strains and rotations. The critical hardening rn~~duiu~ 
for localizatic~n is given in an explicit form (uncoupled from the band normal) for an arbitrary rate 
indcpendcnt non-associative plawcity. Loss of uniqueness of the rcsponsc is investigated in terms 
of positwencss of the second order work density. Criteria for loss of second order work positiveness 
and localization are compwcd for plctnc stress and plane stwn. tn these cases. for the asswiative 
Row rule. the threshold for the sccnnd order work posifivcwss cointidcs with the threshold for 
shear band formation. This coincidcncc may not. hnwevcr. wcur if looli7;ttion into splitting mode 

is ;tttiIlfKd. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A macroscopically homogeneous material element at ;I suflicicntly low stress deforms in ;I 

homoptnoous manner when ;t homogeneous stress is applied rtt its boundary. When the 

strllin bccomcs larger it is inuvitablc that, due to actual irrcguluritics in the distribution of 

m;lss or stif’noss, etc., conccntmtions of high stress and/or strain occur. Thcsc con- 

ccntrations muy Icad to vxious forms of local damage of matcrirri. like dcoohcsion, Ctulting. 

nuclsation of cavities or advnnccd slip ofgntins, dcpcnding much on the type of mutcrial. 

Forms, cxtcnt and interaction of thcsc local singulxilics give rise’ to diflixcnt micro- 

rn~~h~nisrns of frtilurc (Kicc, 1976). Despite diffcrcnces, the above locrtl sirl~ul~riti~s have 

;I common fcaturc, which is the possibility of dcvclopmcnt into ;I macromcchunism ot 

failure. When occurring over 3 suliicicntly Ixgc volume, this bchuvior am bc mod&l in 

terms of ;m ei~ls&opl~lsti~ ~ontinti~lrn. Then such ;I m;i~rorn~~h~nisrn is pcrccivsd 9s ;l 

localitation of stririn over it more or less cxtcndcrf ;irr;t. AS ;I result. the dcformntion of the 

considered elcmsnt CC;ISCS to bc homogtzncous. 

A suitable tool for describing localization in terms of~ontinuum theory is tht str&n rate 

dis~ofitinuity(Rudni~ki~lnd Rice, 197.5; Riccand Rudnicki, 1980; Rice, 1976; V:lrdoulakis, 

1976). The localization implies :I non-uniqueness in the incrcmentul elastoplastic response 

of3 homogcncous, homogeneously strained body snd, as shown by Rice (1976), also implies 

;t vanishing speed of xc&ration wsvcs (H~d~m~rd. 1903; Thom:ts. l9GI ; Hill, 1967; 

Mandcl, 1966). This non-uniqucncss consists of the possibility of the occurrence of more 

than onestrain rate pattern rel:ad to thecquilibrrlted fundamental stressstate. In particular, 

a uniform stcpwise strain rate field within ;t planar band superimposed on the honlo~cn~ous 

strain rats tirld appears to be admissible. From the phcnomcnological point of view, the 

b;md may be vicwcd as iI macroscopic rcprcsantation of the concentration of the above 

mentioned mi~rostru~tur;ll defects and/or microslips. 

in gcncral. the question of non-uniqucncss of the clastoplastic incrcmcntal response 

should bc iiddrcsscd in the context of it boundary value problem, ;LS formulrrtcd by Hill 

(19%. 1959. 1978) for associative flow-rule, or by Ma& (1970). Hueckcl itnd Mrticr (1977). 

Raniccki (1979) nnd Rnniccki and Rruhns (1981) for non-associative llow rules. In this 

context, sufiicicnt conditions for uniqucncss wcrc formulated. In principle, any sufficient 

condition for uniqueness is lost in the deformation process before the condition for a 

particular form of non-uniqueness. such as a localization, is met. Therefotc. a possibility 

t Visiting Rescwch Associ;tte from the University of Bologna. Balopna. Italy. 
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exists that other forms of non-uniqueness occur before the condition of localized strain is 

reached. 

The question whether indeed the band formation can be preceded by other kinds of 

non-uniqueness is crucial from the point of view of constitutive modeling. In fact. it is 

believed that a constitutive equation can only be used when localization of deformation is 

excluded. After the localization is attained. the material behavior should be characterized in 

diffcrent terms. such as fracture propagation in rock and concrete or the force~isplacement 

relationship at the shear band in soil (Rice. 1980 ; Ruina. 1980 : Vardoulakis, 1981). 

Until now an answer to the above question has been given for two classes of particular 

conditions. The first class is very restrictive and consists of a prescribed motion over all the 

boundary of a homo~eneousfy deformed and stressed elastopl~~stic body with an associative 

ffow rule. For this case. Hill (1962) has shown that the condition for vanishing speed of 

acceleration tvaves. and therefore for strain localization. does coincide with the sufEcient 

condition for the loss of uniqueness of response which he previously gave (Hill, 1958; see 

also Rice, 1976). 

The second class refers to plane strain tension and compression in the presence of large 

dispiaccmcnt gradients. For this case Hill and Hutchinson (1975) and Ncedlcman (1979) 

analyzed the system of governing equations and found that while shear band localization 

may occur when the system is hyperbolic. various forms of difrusc bifurcation may preccdc 

the localization. when the system is still elliptic. For cxamplc. a ditfusc ncvking is shown to 

occur during plant strain tension ofan incomprcssiblc material block, well before thu shcnr 

b:lnd forms. 

The focus of the present work is on the loss of uniqueness and localization in materials 

cxllihitirlgslruin-sot’tcningand non-normality occurring at small strainsand small rotations. 

Thcsc cli&ls are typical for soils and ~r~lnLll~lr malcrials as well as for concrelc, masonry 

:IIK! rock. 

Two particul;tr criteria rclatcd to the uniqueness in the loc:~I clastoplaslic rcsponsc arc 

tfiscusscd in detail (Section 2). These arc loss of positiveness of second ortlcr work and 

stritin locali~:ttion into ;t narrow hand. This choice is motivated by the fact that the sllfiicien[ 

criterion for uniqucncss is never violated if the second order work density is positive 

(Raniccki, lY79; Raniccki and Rruhns, IYSI). Moreover, the other possible criteria, i.c. 

loss of strong ellipticity and loss of positiveness of eigenvalucs of the acoustic tensor 

(Mandrl, 1966). occur between, or coincide with, loss of positivcncss of second order work 

and l(~c~lliz;llion. 

In Section 3 a decoupled form of the condition for localization given by Rice (1976) 

has been obtained for arti smooth yield function and non-associative law in which critical 

hardening modulus and band inclination are expressed explicitly. An uncoupled form has 

been availabtr until now only for Drucker-Pr;I~cr (Huber -van Mists as a p~~rlicular case) 

yield surfaces (Rudnicki and Rice. 1Y75). 

The formulation of the decoupled criterion for localization allows for a systematic 

analysis of localization modes and for comparison with the criterion for second order work 

for general unconstrained (3-D) and constrained (plane strain and plane stress) cases. Under 

plant strain and plane stress conditions, in the presence of the associative fiow rule, the 

formation of shear bands, as opposed to splitting mode discontinuity, implies a loss of 

second order work positive dcfinitcness (Rigoni and Hucckel. 1990a). For non-associative 

plasticity, such circumstances were not found in a gcncral unconstrained cast, nor in plane 

strain and plane stress (Section 4). 

2. NON-UNIQUENESS THRESIIOLDS IN ELASTOPLASTIC RATE PROBLEMS 

A sufiicient criterion for uniqueness of a generic boundary value problem, in which 

static and kinematic constraints are imposed on specific portions of the boundary, may be 

obtained from a straightforward application of the virtual work principle (Hill, 1958) in 

the form : 
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(1) 

provided that the stress and strain rate fiefds Ad and Ai fulfil null traction rate and velocities 

conditions at appropriate portions of the boundary of the body of volume V-.i Here. u and 

E are the second order tensors of stress and strain respectively. a dot denotes a rate and A 

refers to a difference between two alternative admissible fields. 

The further analysis is restricted to elastic-plastic solids in which stress and strain rates 

are related through a fourth order tensor D in general non-symmetric: 

6 = D:i. (2) 

Tensor D is different in loading and in unloading. Assuming that the elastic behavior 

(unloading) at every point is characterized by a positive definite tensor, the condition (I) is 

always fultillcd (Raniecki. 1979: Raniecki and Bruhns. 1951) if a much more restrictive 

condition holds, requiring that at every point of the body the second order work Y is 

positive for every strain rate and corresponding stress rate (3) : 

%= jti:d>O. (3) 

Equation (3) will hc rcfcrrcd to as the local criterion for llniqtlcncss. The central property 

of the hxl criterion is thz roslriotion it irnposcs on the conslitulivc law (2). In fact. 

suhstiluting (7) into criterion (3). an CC~lliVitlCIll condition of positive dctinilencss of lhc 

consfitutivc rate tctisor I) is 0blilitlCri : 

The above requirement restricts only the tumor D during clastoplastic loading. 

A condition weaker with respect to the criterion (3), but suflicicnt to exclude strain 

i~)c;ili~~~tioIl, may bc obtained by specializing tensor x in (4) to a particular rate dcl~rmiition 

mods Jciincd by ;I tensor product g @ II of I versor R and a vector g. This yields the 

rccluircment of fhc positive dcfinitcncss of every acoustic tensor n - D * n, i.e. : 

g@n:I):n@g>O, Vg#OVn3l/nl= 1. (51 

The requircmcnt (5) is the condition of strong ellipticity of the system of differential 

equations governing the local incremental equilibrium. 

Jfthc constitutivc tensor D is symmetric, the condition (5) is equivalent to the rryuire- 

ment that all eigenvalucs of the acoustic tensor are real and strictly positive. The latter 

condition was stat~cl by kiand~l (1966) ;IS a threshold to material stability. A particular 

type of non-uniqueness in the form of the strain localization into a planar band (Rice, 

1976; Rudnicki and Rice. 1975; Rice and Rudnicki. 1980; Vardoulakis. 1976) is attained 

when the systrm of dilrerentiai equations governing the local rate equilibrium suffers a Ioss 

ofslliplicity : 

dctn*D-n =0 (6) 

whcrc n is the versor normaf to the planar band. 

In the rcstrictcd case of plane strain isochoric motion for associative plasticity. all the 

above local criteria collapx into one (Prcvost. 1987). The relationships between the criteria 

t The criterion (1) may he otrtaincd using the classicet argument of Kirchhoff for the infmitcsimal elastic 
theory (sec. e.g. Gurtin. 1972. pp. 102-105). 
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GLOBAL CRITERION LOCAL CRITERIA 

LOCAL SUFFICIENT CONDlTlON 

FOR UNIQUENESS. I.E.. I 

POSITIVENESS OF SECOND ORDER WORK 

! [ 
equivalent lo positive definiteness 

of the const~,nsor D 

Slrong elliplicity of differeenDa/ equations 

governing Ihe local rate equilibrium 

LA& OF LOCALIZATION OF DEFORMATION (Rudmckcki and Rca 1975) 

ELLIPTICITY OF DIFF. EOS FOR RATE EOUILIBRIUM. REAL SPEED OF 

PROPAGATION OF ACCELERATION WAVES 

(HfN 1962. m fhe sense dffadamad (1903)) 

(1) for plane isochoric motion. 

(2) for associative plasticity. 

(3) only if all eigenvalues of tensor nDn are real. 

(4) for associalive plasticity. 

(5) for associative plaslicity, constrained kinematics over the 

whole boundary of the body and homogeneous conditions 

bofore bifurcation (Rice 1976) 

Fig. I. Kclxtionships bsluccn critcri;t for uniqucncss, scuontl or&x work. strong slliptisity, M;ln&l’s 
sl;lhility ;Ind localiration. 

corresponding to the above discussed thresholds ;lrc represented in Fig. 1. While :I double 

;lrrow in the figure dcnotrs an identity, ;I single ;u-row means an implication. Numerical 

captions describe conditions under which the implications take place. 

This paper investigatrs the relationship between the critcri;t for lack of localization, 

and for positiveness of second order work. The two criteria will be discussed in the context 

of non-associative plasticity. In non-associative plasticity the plustic strain r;lte tensor 

d” = i-t” is exprcsscd ;ts : 

i* = AP, (7) 

where the second order tensor P, defining the mode of the plastic strain rate, is generally 

different, but assumed to be co-axial with the yield surfiice gradient Q. The assumption of 

co-axiality of tensors P and Q, which is esscntinl for further derivations. is met in most of 

the known non-associative plasticity rules. The tensor C’ represents the elastic strain rate 

and the scalar A is referred to 3s the plastic multiplier. 

The stress rate may bc related to the total strain rate i iis: 

ri = E:i-hE:P 

subject to the conditions : 

(8) 

A>% jw10, j'A=o. (9) 

In cqn (8). E is the fourth order isotropic elastic tensor. The yield surface J(a,k) = Cl is a 
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smooth function of stress and of the plastic isotropic hardening parameter k. depending on 

the plastic strain history. 

The elastoplastic stiffness tensor D. obtained from eqns (8) and (9). is : 

(P:E)@(Q:E) 
D = E- _._______ 

H+P:E:Q ’ 
subject to (9). (IO) 

When the plastic hardenins modulus H: 

(11) 

is positive. strain hardening occurs. while the material exhibits softening if H is negative. 

When His zero the case of perfect plasticity is recovered. Softening is assumed not to exceed 

the snap-back threshold. i.e. the hardening modulus must be such that H > -P: E: Q. A 

value of H = H(, denotes (see. e.g.. Rudnicki and Rice. 1975) the threshold between pro- 

cesses for which the localization is excluded (H > HI,) for every deformation rate and those 

for which it is not (H < Hi,). An analogous threshold H = Hz, is used to delimit between 

processes (H > H,!:) for which the uniqueness of response is ensured for every deformation 

rate ticld and those for which it is not (If 6 ff,“,) (Mrbz. 1963). 

Following the dclinitions (3) and (J) and using the constitutive relationships (7)-( I I). 

it was shown that the threshold at which the loss of positiveness of the second order work 

occurs is dctcrmined by the critical plastic hartlcning modulus (Maicr and I-Iucckol. 1979; 

tlucckcl and Maicr. 1977): 

II:: = ;[&I’: I’: P)(Q: E:Q) -I’: E::Q]. (13 

I:or :lssociativc pl:lsticity (I’ = Q) the critical hardening modulus (I 2) becomes zero. The 

deformation rate at which second or&r work rcduccs to zero is : 

e ‘I’ = cr(&E: PQ+,/Q: E:Q I’), VEER-{O]. (13) 

The localization of deformation into planar bands takes place when a strain rate dis- 

continuity occurs across the plane of the band. In order to be kinematically admissible, the 

strain rate discontinuity must satisfy the Maxwell compatibility conditions (see, e.g., 

Tlum~s. I96 I ) : 

Pi] = ikOn+n@g) (14) 

whcrc i j indicates the discontinuity, n is the unit vector normal to the band and g is the 

vector which dcti~ws the discontinuity in the velocity derivative. 

The principal components of the strain rate jump tensor (14) can be determined once 

vectors n ild g are found. if ti, 2 Ij2 2 d, : 

Eilj = (Igl-tg-n)/2 

[L] = 0 

[i~j = (-Igl+g*n)/2. ( I5a-c) 

Depending on the directions of vectors n and g. two principal types of strain rate dis- 

continuity occur. which arc rcfcrrcd to as split mode and shear band. Split mode takes place 

in the case of co-aXiality of vectors g and n. This includes both tensile and compressive 

strain rate across the band. Shear band takes place in the case where g and n are not parallel. 

The hardening modulus at which localization takes place in the given direction, specified 

by the vcrsor n orthogonal to the band, is (Rice, 1976): 
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H’(n) = 32 
C 

h*P*Q*n--(n*P*n)(n*Q.n)-P:Q 

- i-.y,(n*P*n-tr P)(n.Qen-tr Q) 1 (16) 
where G is the elastic shear modulus, t’ is Poisson’s ratio and tr indicates the trace of a 

tensor. 

The velocity discontinuity vector g. corresponding to ;1 given n, is ;I right eigenvector 

of the acoustic tensor n . D - n. corresponding to a null eigenvalue : 

g=zn*P-__l , _r(n*P*n)n+ i%(tr P)n. (17) 

To obtain the critical hitrden~n~ modulus W’ (~. 3 const~tine~i m~iximi~~~tion of (16) over 311 

possible directions n must be performed : 

Hi, = max H’(n), subject to /n\ = I. (18) 
* 

It may be ohscrvcd that the expression for the critical hardcninp n~dulu~ (IX) cannot be 
given explicitly in an arbitrary reference system, i.e. fff, is coupled with the vector n. 

Nurucrical proccdurcs wcrc devolopcd (SW, c.g.. Ortiz 1’1 rrl.. lVIi7) to arrive at the vnluo ot 

the critical h;trdcning nioduIus. 

In the follo~ving section it will hc shown th;it. il‘a suit;tblc rcfcrcncc system is cmplvycd. 

the Critical f~ii~~ttil~is and the vector 11 may hc rcduccd to an explicit. kc. dccouplcd. form. 

,411 explicit cxprcssion f-or tfie critical hardening modulus will first bc tkrivcd for tfic 

general GISC, i.e. unconstrained, kkmatics. Special forms will be subsequently dcduccd li)r 

constntincd cases, II;IIIW~~ those of plane strain ilnd plant: stress. Ani~logously, in the next 

section, plane strain and plane stress spe~i~ili~;lt~ons will be obtained for the criterion of 

second order work. 

First, the constrnincd rn~txil~li~~~tiol~ problem (is) is reduced to the u~~onstr~iin~d 

maximization of the Lagrangian function : 

L(n./j) = 2G C ~n*~'~Q~n-((n~P~n)(n.Q~nf_~~:Q 

- l-;(n*P*n_ 
I 

tr I’)(n*Q*n-tr Q) -/i(n*n- I) (19) 1 

whcrc /I is ;I Litgrctngktn multiplier. 

The extrcma of (16) arc thus ch~tr~l~teri~~d by the conditions: 

The conditions yield : 

(70) 
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zn-P-Q- i~[(n.Q.n)n.P+(nP.n)nQ]+ &.[wQ)n-P+(tr b-Q1 = &n 

n-n= I. (21) 

Choosinp now the principal axes of stress (denoted by i.j.k) as the reference system. eqns 

(2 I ) may be written explicitly in the form : 

(i = I. 2. 3 not assumed) 

n-n= I (‘2) 

tvhere the index i refers to the components in the reference system of principal stresses. The 

solutions of (22) yield all extreme of (16). The extrema correspond to dif’fcrcnt inclinations 

of the band. charactcrizcd by vcrsor n as follows : 

(i) none of the components of the versor n is null : 
(ii) one of the components of the vcrsor n is null : 

(iii) t\vo coniponcnts of the vcrsor n arc null. 

In order to find the maximum (IX) over all cxtrcma. solutions of (22) corresponding to the 

ahovc GISCS have to be fi~und and compared. Let us no\v specify all cxtrcma for the casts 

(i) (iii). 

(i) IV~IIW f!/’ rlrc cotrpwfits o/’ f/w mxw n is r~idl. System (22) admits in this cast ;I 

unique solution if and only if: 

A= -[(Q,-Q,)(P?-P,)-(Q,-Q,)(P,-P,)]’#O (23) 

where in&as I -3 indicate principal components. Note that the dctcrminnnt A always 

vilnishes in the case of :issociiitive plasticity and for il special non-associative flow ruIc of 

the type (Bigoni ilnd Hucckel, I99Ob) : 

P = Q+(l (‘4) 

in H hich < is any scalar function itnd I is the identity tensor. 

The flow rules of’ type (24) are used in the description of zero-dilatancy pressure 

sensitive materials, e.g. the Jenikc-Shield (1959) flow rule, in which the Drucker-Prager 

yield function and Huber-von Mists plastic potential arc employed. 

The three following sub-casts need to bc cxamincd for cilsc (i) : 

(ia) A # 0; 

(ib) A = 0, Q, = Q, ilnd P, = P,: 

(ic)A=O,Q,=Q,=Q,rtnd P,= P,= Pk. 

Any other combinations of A and components of tensors P and Q correspond to impossible 

solutions of system (22). The following solutions are found for the above mentioned sub- 
ca’ics . . . . 

(ia) A # 0. System (22) admits a unique solution. for the three components of the 

versor n (Bigoni. 1991): 



(I= Q,(P, -Pl)+P,tQ, -Q1)f\‘fQ:(P, - P,)+P:(Q, -Qx)] (‘6) 

To he an admissible solution. the obtained values of try. tl; and tti must be internal to 

the inverval [O. I]. If this condition is not met, the extrcma ofh~rd~nin~ modulus arc to hc 

searched in the solutions defined by mses (ii) and (iii) only. The hardcnin_r modulus. 

corresponding to the vcrsor with the components defined in (25). can now be easily obtained 

by substitution into cqn (16). 
(ih) d = 0. Q, = Q, cttrcf P, = P,. Tensors (2 and $’ arc ~yIl?l~~~tri~ with rcspcct to asis 

k. Then the on1y ctwlpo~wnr of n which may hc dctcrmincd from (23) is that along tho 

syIllI?l~try axis X. ix. vcrsor n spans a cone with axis k. The ~~~it~p~~f~~nts itlong i :trtci_i arc 

not Jctcrmincti. Thus systcni (72) now admits x ’ solutions. For ally pair It, itlld II, ttlc SiIinC 

~~tr~~;ltl[ll vaiuc of ( 10) is obtained. The ~~tr~I~~li~~1 ( I6) mri tix ~(~rr~sp~)n~fiIl~ ~~~11lp~~11~1lt 

ttl inay bc timid, iCiSlllllillg 011c of the componcnk of vcrsor n along the i or j ascs is xfo 

(cast ii). If’ the ohtaincd c~trcmum is fi~riif to he ma~iru:ti over ail the ostrcma dcfincd by 

(22). the number of possible ioc;~li/ation hands bccomcs inlinik. 

(ic) A = 0, QC = Q, - VI. trtd P, = I’, = I’, . Tensors Q and l’arc sy~~~f~~~tri~ wilh rcspcct 

to itll principal a.ycs. lk inclination of thL\ localization hand is iI~~l~t~rlt~irli~t~. System (22) 

now admits z .’ solutions. ‘l‘hr: critical hardening modulus may be fbund, without loss of 

gcncr;tlily, assuming two of the components of vc’rsor II to hc are. I:rom (I 7) it can bc 

sct’n that the iocaiilration mode corresponds to ;I splitting discontinuity. 

(ii) Otw 4’ tJw t*ot~~Jwtrtw/.s o/’ tltr wrsor n is ttdl. The kind normal Tics in 0111: of’ the 

pktncs formed by two of the prir~~ip~li axes of stress. 
Suppose that t/k = 0. AnalyAng the dcttxmin:~nt of (22) it may bc seen that in this C:ISC 

solutions arc possible in the following two sub-cases onty : 

(iia) Qz # c>, and /‘# i P,: 

(iib) Q, = Q, and P, = P,. 

The following solutions arc found for the above mentioned sub*citscS. 

(iitt) Q, it: Q, md P, + P,. Tensors Q and P are not symmetric with rcspccr to the axis 

k. System (22) is rcduccd to IWO equations for the two unknown coInponents of vcrsor II, 

tvhich bccomc : 

II& = 0. tt,: = I -QZ. 

tt: = ( I - v) 
PrQt - PrQ, Q, c r*(Q,i”Q,-t-Q&l ~+(P,+p,+p,) .._ . ._._..^ + I”-- ..- 

(P,-P,j(Q,--Q,) - _)icj,-Q,) - i(p,-G;) + ‘m‘9(Q,-Q,) 3 P, - P,) 

fi..j. k not summed). (3) 

The vaiuc of the corrcspondin~ extrcmum of the h~lrdcnin~ modulus is found from ( 16) 
and the known components of vwtor n : 
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j-& HP, - PJQ, + (Q, - Q, V',l + & [tr QV’, - Pi, 

(i, j. k not summed). (29) 

Note that. in order to yield an admissible solution. the components of tensors Q and P in 

eqn (28) must be such as to give a value of n’ internal to the interval [O. I]. When this 

condition is not met. the components (28) and the corresponding value of the modulus (29) 

are inadmissible. Thus a non-analytical extremum must be searched. corresponding to 

case (iii). 

Vector g. corresponding to the components (28). is given by the expressions: 

y, = 
r 

ZP,- jl;[uf(P,-P,)+P,]+ ktr P 
1 

4 

y, = 
I 

2P,- +-[,,;(P, 
- v 

- P,)+P,]+ &tr P 
1 

n, 

g& = 0. (30) 

in order to obtain all the cxtrcma of the h~lrdcning modulus, the index A- has to bc ~rrnL~ted 

bctwccn I and 3. 

(iib) Q,-Q, CIN~ f, = P,. Tensors Q and I’ arc symmetric with rcspcct to axis X-. Tho 

components along i and j arc not dctcr[I~inc~~, Thus system (22) now admits 53 ’ solutions. 

For any pair rr, and n, the same cxtrcmum value of (16) is ohtaincd. The cxtromum (16) 

may bc found assuming one of the components of vcrsor II along the i orj axes is zero (case 

iii). If the ohtaincd e~tr~mum is found to be maximal over all the cxtrcma defined by 

(22). thr number of possible localization bands bccomcs infinite The localization mode 

corresponds to a splitting discontinuity. 

(iii) Two conpnmf.~ t~f h wwr n (It-L’ ntrll. The band normal is orthogonal to two 

of the principal axes of stress. Suppose that n, = I, n, = n, = 0, the extrcma of the hardening 

modulus are given by the expression : 

(31) 

where the indices, not summed, are to be permuted between I and 3 in order to obtain all 

the extrema of (I 6). Vector g has the components : 

9, = ‘,+ i.~C(“+PI’. ~, =~~ =O. (32) 

From the obtained vector g it is seen that the localization mode corresponds to a split mode 
discontinuity. 

To conclude it should be emphasized that the critical hardening modulus for local- 

ization (18) is obtained by finding the maximum over all the presented extremal solutions. 
Examining the above cases it may be seen that when tensor P takes on the particular 

form (24). and excluding the special cases of infinite solutions. the band cannot form unless 

one of the components of its normal versor is null in the principal stress coordinate system. 

The above also holds in the case of the associative flow rule. as discussed below. 
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For associative plasticity, P = Q. case (i) is a priori excluded. Case (ii) reduces to : 

Q, + vQA ~- 4 = -Q, _ Q, 

n,’ = I -n,:. n, = 0. (33) 

When components (33) are internal to the invervai [O. I]. the corresponding extremum is: 

H’ = -ZG(l +v,Q;. (34) 

Vector g is finally obtained from ( 17) as : 

9, = (Q, - Q,k 

Y, = (Q,-Q,h. .(I~ = 0 (j not summed). (35) 

From the obtained vectors n and g. eqns ( 15) yield : 

When the CWYI~WICI~~S (33) urc arlmissiblc for iIt Icast two pcrmutiltions of k bctwccn 

I and 3, the critical hardening modulus (I 8) is OIIC l)l’~xtrcllli~ (34). If two sets ofcompononts 

(33) arc not admissible, the critical hardening modulus is also to bc scitrchcd by examining 

cast (iii), i.c. : 

I/‘= -2G[(Q,+\~QA)-‘,‘(l -\*)+(I +r)Q;] (37) 

corresponding to II, = I, II, = 11~ = 0. The localization mode is thcrcforco split discontinuity. 

From eqns (34) nnd (37) it is easily seen that the hardening modulus. corresponding 

to Strilifl lOCilliZiltiOlI, is never positive for associative plasticity. From cqrl (34) it can also 

bc noted that the normal vector to the band lies in the plant formctl by the principal stress 

axes 6, and 0,. when the components (33) arc admissibl c. It thcrcfore appears that. when 

the minimum value of Qi corresponds to the direction of the minimum principal stress :III~ 

the corresponding components of n ;lrC‘ admissible, the norm;ll to the band is orthogonal 

to the minimum principal stress direction. This may take place. as shown by Rudnicki ad 

Rice (1975) for the Drucker-Prager yield surface, but not for the Hubcr-von Mists yield 

surface. 

In the cast of plant strain, as opposed to the gcncntl unconstrained USC [cqns (X)- 

(37)]. the position of the shear band is assumed to be (I priori constrained; namely the 

normal to the band is assumed to lie in the plant of deformation. In such a case solutions 

(28)-(37) obtained for 3-D deformations in casts (ii) and (iii) hold true. assuming that 

direction k. normal to the plane of deformation, is a principal direction of stress. Case (i) 

is m priori excluded. 

For plane stress the following circumstances have to bc tuken into account. First, 

following Thomas (1961). the solid is considered as two-dimensional. Therefore, it is 

assumed that the band reduces to a line and vectors n and g, on which Maxwell compatibility 

conditions (14) are imposed, have two eigenvalues only. Morcovcr. due to the condition of 
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the two-dimensional stress state. the elasticity tensor takes on a particular form. Thus. under 

the above conditions. the maximization problem (18) reduces to the following expression : 

f-f!, = max :?qZn*P*Q *n-(n*P*n)(n*Q.n)-P:Q-~~n,Q*n-trQ)(n-P.n-tr P)]: 
. 

(38) 

subject to /nj = 1. 

Vector g is expressed by : 

g = 7n*P-(t +~,)(n.P*n)n+~.(tr Pfn. (39) 

In eqns (38) and (39) the index range is 1-2 and tensors P and Q now have only two 

eigenvectors. 

We shall follow here the maximization procedure discussed in the 3-D case. However, 

the solutions of (38) may now be categorized into the following three cases: 

fl)Q,#Q,mdP,fP,; 
(2)Q,=Q,andP,#P,orQ,#Q,andP,=P,; 

(3) Q, = Q, and P, = P,. 

We now discuss them in &tilif. 

(i I Q, # Q, rmf P, f P,. Tensors Q ;mi J’ do not have synlmctrics and the solution of 
(38) is: 

(W 

where incliccs, not sl11~11~c~~. dcnotccotllponcnts in the refcrcncc system of principal stresses. 

The two terms in brackets in (40) refer rcspcctivcly to the cast of the two non-zero 

components and of only one non-zero component of versor n. 

If the first of the two terms in (40) gives the m~~xirnun~ fr,‘,, then the components of 

the vcrsor n and of the vwtw g itrt‘: 

YI = (2P,-(l+v)[~l~(P,-P~)+P~]+r~(P,+P~))n, 

y; = (2Pz-- (l+r)[nT(Pf-P?)+P?]+v(P,fP,))ttz. (43) 

If tensors Q and P in (41) are such that the values of components of versor n are external 

to the interval [O, I], the corresponding value of the hardening modulus is to bc rcjcctcd as 

non-admissibfe. 

If the second term in Hi, maximizes (40). then the components of versor n and vector 
garc: 

II, = I, “1, = 0 (43) 

9s = P,+sP,. g, = 0. (44) 

Consequently, through (17). the corresponding localization mode is a split mode dis- 
continuity. 
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The deformation rate jump inside the band may be obtained from expressions ( ISa) 

(I 5~). together with the value of versor II and vector g. 

(7) Q, = Q, crnrf P, # PI or Qi i Q, unri P, = P,. In this case the only possible solution 

occurs when the band is orthogonal to a principal stress direction. Therefore the critical 

hardrning modulus is given by the second term on the right-hand side of (JO). 

(3) Q, = Q, ~rtf P, = P,. In this case all the inclinations of the band are possible. The 

critical hardening modulus is given by the second expression on the right-hand side of (40). 

The localization mode is a split mode discontinuity. 

,4ssoi~illtii~c pltuw strc.ss plus f kit!* 

For associative ptasticity. eqns (40t(-M) reduce to: 

I$ = ET,! [O. - ‘G( I + \*,Q;]. (45) 

Therefore the m;lximum corresponds to a null hardening modulus. if the corresponding 

band inclination is admissible : 

, Q, . - 
11; = 0, -a:. tlj :: I -?I;. (46) 

Vector g results : 

$1 I = (Q, -Q;)u~, gr = -(Q, -Q:kr:. (47) 

In this cast cqns ( I Sa) and ( I Sc) yield : 

If tensor (J is such ;IS to give components (46) (including the case Q, = Q?) cxtcrnal to the 

intcrvill [(I, I J. then the critical h~lr~lenin~ W.X!LI~US is given by the second expression in 

brackcts in (45). This corresponds to the band inclination dclincd by (43) and to the 

corrcsponcling vector g given by (44) (where 1’ is substituted by Q). The localization motk 

is a split mode discoIltinuity. 

(i) At coll:~psc, only plastic strain rate occurs. Thus QA must vanish at collapse and 

thcrct’orc. from cqn (34). k/l, = 0. It is then concluded that, according to an incrcmcntal 

theory such as that described through (71-1 I I), collapse may be attained with the ~orrn~iti~~n 

of discontinuity bands. 

(ii) In the case of’ zero volumetric plastic strain, the additional condition Q, = -Q, 

must hold at collapse. The resulting shear band afw:lys has 3n admissible inclin~ltiot~ equal 

to 45 with rcspcct to the principal maximum Stress direction, ilS seen from (33). 

In the c;lsc of plane stress. we observe the following. 

(iii) Also in this case the classical result for thin sheet uniaxial tension of Thomas 

(1961) is rccovcrcd. In fact, for the Huber-von Misos yield criterion the shear band is 

inclined at 54.73 to the direction of principal tensile stress. as seen from cqn (46). 

To conclude. it should bc noted that the expressions (X5)-(37) for the localization 

hardening modulus ?I(, and inclination of tho band arc a gcncralization. to any form of the 

yield surface and of the non-associative flow rule. of the result obtained earlier by Rudnicki 
and Rice ( 1975) for Druckcr-Pragerand Huber-von hfises yield conditions with ;1 particular 
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non-associative How rule. The expressions obtained are given in an explicit (decoupled) 

form and the critical hardening modulus and the localization mode may be found without 

numeric4 procedures. Equations (38~(43) furnish in turn a specialization of the critical 

hardening modulus for localization and band inclination for cases of plane strain and plane 

stress. 

1. SECOND ORDER WORK CRITERIA FOR ?-D. PLANE STRr\lS AND PLhNE STRESS CASES 

The threshold corresponding to zero second order work (Mroz. 1963). as given for 

gener;ll unconstrained kinematics (3-D) by Maier and Hueckel (1977. 1979) in terms of a 

critical hardening modulus. is rewritten in eyn (12). 

In the present section this criterion is specialized to plane strain and plane stress 

conditions.* As may be seen from eyn (13) the deformation rate for which the zero second 

order work is attained is. in general. three-dimensional and thus may violate the plane 

strain condition. Therefore, an additional constraint. namely that of vanishing of the 

prescribed components of the strain rate must be imposed on (4). 

In plane strain, the second order work is produced only by the in-plane deformation 

rate cnmponcnts. i.e. : 

ad tIllIs : 

where I>’ is ths clnstoplaslio tsrisor in plant strain : 

M @ N 
D’ = E’ - fi f, . 

- 11 

(51) 

In cqn (5 I ). 1:’ is lhc isolropic elastic tensor in plane strain and the scalar il,, is clclincd as : 

N,, = - P,, iClhl.QIk (i,j. II. A- = 1.1. 3) (5% 

or: 

If,, = L(tr P)(tr Q)+ICP:Q (53) 

whcrc i. is LamL:‘s constant defined as i = ZG/( I -2~). 
Fini:lly, in eqn (51). tensors N and ME Wp’ @I 88’ are defined as: 

whcrc free indicts range bctwecn I and 2. but the dummy indices range is I 3. 
For every elastic incremcnt:d process (A = O), second order work is always positive, 

bccrrusc ff’ reduces to E’. which is positive dstinitc. For the clastoplastic process, loss of 

positive dcfinitrncss of plant strain tsnsor D’ may be dctcrmincd through a minimization 

of the second order work (following Maicr and Hucckcl. 1979) : 

mm $d: E’: C-I:M) (55) 
(: 

subject to : 

+ II may hc shown that in plane strain and plant stress loss of second ordrr work pcrsilivc dclinitencss for the 
comparison solid “in loading” occurs at the same critical value of hardening modulus as for the host chrwn 
R;miwki’s comparison soiid. Therefore, only the comparison solid “in loading” needs to he considcwi. 
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C:N = H-H,,. (56) 

i\ = I has been assumed in eqn (55). becuuse only the sign of second order work matters 

for positive detiniteness of D’. 

The optimal tensor 8” that minimizes (55) is : 

d” = !c’: .\I-(/Jc': s (57) 

where : 

,‘J=(I~:C’:hl-H+H,,)(~:C’:S)-’ (58) 

is ;i Lagranfian multiplier and C’ is the plane strain elastic compliance tensor: 

( 
7, 

\’ . 
,,lir = - 

76 
I (j j I),,()(,, + JG ’ il ’ ih +cj (i ) (i.i.k.It= I ‘) 

,h ,I .- 

where ii,, is the Kronccker delta symbol. 

Zero second order work (50) produced by the strain rate (57) occurs at the value of 

the hardening modulus /I:, found as: 

r/:: = I[, ‘(>I:<“: nr,(s:c’: N)-tN: C”: Jl+W,,]. 

Tllc quadratic forms in ciln (00) may hc spcciali/cd vi;1 (50) atid (5-L) ;is : 

31 :C’: ;\I = ;.(/‘,,)-‘+‘~;/‘,,I’,, -4~;/‘,,/‘,1 -+-x;( I - r,)i’i, 

N: C’: N = i((L),,)‘+X;Q,,c),, --M;Q,,Q,, +?(;(I -I~&-~, 

N:C”:Sl = i(/‘,,)(~,,)S2(;/‘,,1),,-1(;/‘,,1),,+7(;(1 -I’)P,,Q,, 

(i, j = 1, 2. 3). 

The strain r;ttc (57) that makrs the second or&r work cqu;~l to zero is fc)und to bc 

(00) 

(01) 

(62) 

Thcc;~sc ofpl:~nc stress does not rquirc p;Irticular alcula~ions. In fact. the ticformation 

for the plant stress C;IW ib not constrainal and cqns (12) and ( IZ) still hold. The only 

rcstriclion is that now Lhc fourth order elastic tensor F. is that of plant stress and I’ anti Q 

have only t~vvo principal componcnls. Thus cqns ( 12) and (I 3) arc replaced rcspcctivcly by : 

//:; = i[J[:l(lr~)‘+2C;V:Q][:)(rr I’)‘+7(;1’:1’]-[:l(fr I’)(trQ)+2Gl’:QJ] (63) 

VXER-‘0’ 1 , (0-I) 

61) rcducc lo : 

/I:: = 2G[-ZQ,,Q,,f(l -v,Qi;] (i= I.‘.?) (ti5) 

.(I 
E =C':N or $ = Q,,&,,+Q,, (i.j= 1.2). (66) 

Nok that. if cqn (65) is esprcsacd in the principal stress rcfcrcnce system. it coincides with 
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eqn (34) in which X- = 3 is assur~~cd 3s the direction normal to the plane of deformation. A 

coincidence is also obscrvcd between eqns (66) and (36). Thus it is concluded that the 

formation of shear b~rnds occurs at the critical modulus for the loss of second order work 

positive definitcrlcss. 

For plant stress associative plasticity. eqns (63) and (64) reduce to: 

If:: = 0 

Thus. itIs0 for plant stress associativr plasticity the critical hardening moduli for shear band 

f~)rfi~~lti~)f~ and for loss of scctmd order work positive dctinitcnsss coincide (see sqns (45 -.- 

first term) afltl (4X). cqns (07) and (OH)]. 

The above coincidsnccs have the following implications. The vanishing of the second 

ctrdcr work in plane rfrain ;trd plant stress associative plasticity occurs ~imult~neolisly with 

strain loc:fliattion in cwcs when the solutions (34) and (&-first term) are rrdmissihlc. that 

is uhcn ;I shear hand ti)rms. The localization and second order uork criteria also coincide 

when ;I split mode is associated with ;III analytical m;lximum. For instance. coincidence 

betwren the two criteria always occurs in the C;ISL‘ of planr strain for the Huber-von Mises 

yield function, if the intcrmcdiatc princip;ll stress is orthogonal to the plant ofdeformation. 

Howcvcr, for the plane stress the coincidence occurs only on the portions AB and CD of 

the yield curve (including points ABCD; Fig. 2). 

The ahovc mans that in plifnc. associative el~~stopl;tstici~~, shear band f~~rrn~~tion 

:~lways coincides with the loss of second order Work positive definiteness, while this may 

not he the case when :I split mode locali/lation takes place. In other words, during a loading 

process under homogeneous conditions only two possihilitics may arise at the instant of 

l~)c~lli~;lti~~~i. a&ding rrvcrs:d of the sign of the second order work : 

(i) A shear hand forms. Then the localization criterion coincides with the criterion of 

ths second order work ilnd any loss of uniqueness is excluded prior to band formation. 

(ii) A split rnotk ~Jisc~~ntinuity occurs. Then the threshold of the second order work 

has hccn attained hcforc, or at the instant of, split mode localization. 

In the GISC examined by Hill and Hutchinson (1975). corresponding to large dis- 

@Icement gradients in plane strain associative plasticity, an infinite number of diffuse 

bifurcation modes can prtcedc localization into shear bands. However, this loss of unique- 

ness hcfore localization may be shown to disappear when the effects due to large dis- 

placement gradients are neglcctcd. 

The appcarsnce of diffuse bjf~frc;ltion modes prior to shear band fo~~tion is possible 

in general 2-D small deformation problems and/or for non-associative plasticity. Therefore 
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a gap exists betueen the thresholds for second order work and for localization. Hence. in 

the abovc sense. alternative bifurcation modes may occur at hardenins moduli between 

those corresponding to these two events. 

5. COSCLUSfONS 

The results obtained in the preceding sections pertain to the relationships between 

thresholds for uniqueness. bifurcation and stability as presented in Section 2. 

The following conclusions have been reached concerning associative and non-associ- 

ative elastoplasticit? in 3-D. plane strain and plane stress. The first group of results obtained 

H’;IS inspired by the possibility for generalization of some of the conclusions regarding the 

localization criterion obtained by Rudnicki and Rice (1975) for the Drucker~-Prager yield 

condition (Huber-\-on Mises as ;I particular case) with the non-associative flow rule. 

( I) Starting from the condition of localization given by Rice (1976). an explicit solution 

for the critical hardening modulus is found. This result concerns any smooth yield surface 

and any dircctinn CII‘ plastic tlow. The existence of an explicit solution makes it possible tc) 

directly inspect all possible localization modes. 

(2) It is confirmed that the critical hardening modulus for strain localization is never 

positive for associative plasticity (Rice. 1976). 

(3) The normal to the hand (excluding the GISCS of infnitc solutions) is perpendicular 

to ;1 principal direction of stress. This is always true for associative plasticity and for a class 

of non-associative flow rules (e.g. Jcnikc and Shield. 1959). but may not be the c;w for 

other non-associative plastic modek Moreover. the normill to the shear bilnd may hc 

orthog~~iial to the direction 01‘ the minimum principal stress. 

(4) A spcciali/ation of the criterion of second order work positivcncss to plant strain 

atid plant strc\s shokvs that the critical hnrdcning modulus is ncvcr positive in plane slrain 

;inii is cqu;iI to Icro in plilllC stress for ilsSoci;ltiVc plasticity. 

(5) A spcci;ili/:ttion of the criterion for strain localization to plant stress ilfld pl21lC 

strain sho~\s that. for the associative Ilow rule, the critical hardening modulus for strain 

Ioc;ili/ation into shear bands coinciclcs with the critical hardening modulus at loss ofposilivc 

tlcGnitcncss of second or&r work. In contrilst, localization into splitting modcs may not 

occur at the threshold ofsccontl order work. When thcconditionsaremet for thecoincidcncc 

of the criteria ofsccontl order work and localization : 

non-tlniqLIci1ess cannot occur in ;I boundary value problem before localization oI 

dclbrniation into ;I planar hand ; 
lass ofpositivcncss ofsccontl or&r work, loss of strong ellipticity and loss ofellipticity 

(i.e. strain localization ;intl vanishing of the speed of acceleration waves) are quivnlcnt 

criteria. 
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